
Earth Under Threat written by Peter Brannen 

(award-winning science journalist)

The Ends Of The World contains 
information regarding the ecological 
and geographical past of planet Earth 
and many of the major 
transformations it has endured since 
its birth nearly 4.5 billion years ago; 
such as volcanic apocalypses, deadly 
oceans, and the pursuit to 
understand numerous mass 
extinctions. This includes the 
countless accusations concerning the 
inevitable and guaranteed 
destruction Earth is deemed to face 
at some point or another. Not only 
does it dive into the past, but it also 
contrasts powerful mother nature to 
that of the impact of human activity 
and how our actions may define the 
foreseeable future.  

Summary

Brannen does an exceptional job of conveying scientific 
information to all types of people--not just scientists. He 
does this  in a way that does not feel degrading or perceived 
as an  insult to the audience’s intellect. I often find myself in 
a state of pure entertainment while reading the book 
instead of feeling as if I was forced to read the piece by my 
teacher. The environmental message is present in a rather 
modest fashion which attracts readers from all corners of 
the globe whereas other pieces like this can be thought of 
condescending--a tone that drives people away. 

I recommend this book to anyone interested in what the future of our planet withholds. It is friendly to all 
audiences, and not just limited to scientists. Not only is it informative, but it does not relay the facts in a 
manner that makes it painful or painful to read. The Ends of the World warps the reader’s point of view and 
forces the perspective to be expanded on a greater scale, even if it is just temporarily. Focusing on the great 
expanses of time and the Earth’s evolution from its birth to present day, allows for the problems and 
worries you currently have in life, seem as if they are nothing but mere specs in a great, big world. 

Brannen explains the many ways Earth might try to 
exterminate us, from bombastic agents like greenhouse 
gases, or suffocating masses of oxygen-free seawater and 
even volcanic super-eruptions. He includes substantial 
references to modern Earth for scale, in addition to painting 
vivid pictures of the ecosystems that were obliterated by 
each disaster. Brannen analyzes the remains of ancient 
marine life alongside amateur fossil collectors and 
paleontologists. He ventures out to the site of claimed 
tsunami deposits on a ranch in Texas and the center of the 
Chicxulub impact crater in Mexico. Since each chapter is 
dedicated to one of the five major extinctions, in the final 
chapter he hypothesizes about Earth’s future, specifically the 
Earth’s inevitable, soon-to-be sterile fate.He interviews 
experts who support opposing models and presents 
alternative hypotheses concerning the kill mechanisms that 
precipitated previous mass extinctions and historical 
factors. The combination of these narratives, and the 
author’s will to inform the reader of the depth of geologic 
time and the countless strange biological regimes that have 
conquered our planet through time, are representative of 
the book’s strength regarding scientific soundness. 

Scientific Aspect

Compared to other pieces like this one, 
The Ends of the World is written so the 
reading experience does not feel like 
reading a lab report, but rather a 
thrilling novel. Silent Spring, written by 
Rachel Carson is similar to that of 
Brannen’s writing style. I personally 
enjoyed the imagery, for example, 
“When you put a log on the fire, the 
light and heat you see is, in a literal 
sense, the decades of sunshine that tree 
basked in over its lifetime.” Like Silent 
Spring, the information is backed with 
credible research and findings that the 
author provides in a creative way.
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